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This paper is concerned with nonlinear degenerate parabolic equations of the 
form u,+(-l)“-‘D(f(u)D2”+’ u)=O with f(u)-lul” (n>l) near u=O and 
D = d/ax. Under appropriate boundary conditions it is shown that there exists a 
weak solution u. Some of the main results of the paper are that II 2 0 if us > 0, and 
that the support of u( ., f) (when ug > 0) increases with t (for the last property we 
require that n > 2 and m = 1). c 1990 Acadenuc Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider higher order nonlinear degenerate parabolic 
equations of the form 
and, more generally, 
a2m+l 
~+(-W-$-(u)~ =o, 
> 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
where 
S(u) = l4”fb(u), h(u) > 0 (1.3) 
and n is a real number, n 2 1. 
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Equation (1.1) arises in modeling the motion of viscous droplets 
spreading over a solid surface: in [3,4, $91 the authors take f(u) = (~1 3
(but also f(u) = )u13 + /JI 1 u in [4], and f(u) = 1~1~ + /3u* in [9]); further, 
since they assume, on physical grounds, that u 3 0, they replace 1~1 by U. 
Equation (1.2) with m = 2 andf(u) = Iu[“, n = 3 appears in recent work by 
King [6, 7, 81 and Tayler and King [ 133 in a model of oxidation of silicon 
in semiconductor devices. Some explicit solutions and heuristic asymptotic 
analysis with respect to n, for (1.2) with f(u) = IuI ‘, is given in a recent 
work by Smyth and Hill [ 111. 
In this paper we shall consider first (1.1) in a bounded interval in the 
x-space, with appropriate boundary conditions, and we shall prove in 
Sections 2, 3 the existence of a weak solution. We next establish (in 
Section 4) the remarkable phenomena that 
if the initial data are > 0 
then the solution is B 0. 
(1.4) 
It is well known that this positivity result is false for solutions of the linear 
equation U, + a4u/ax4 = 0. In the process of proving (1.4) we establish some 
estimates. These estimates provide additional regularity of the weak solu- 
tion and, in particular, allow us to assert that the weak solution satisfies: 
for any test function f$. 
In Section 5 we show that if n 2 4 then the support of the solution u( ., t) 
increases with t. A slightly weaker result is established in Section 6 in case 
2dnc4. 
Finally, in Section 7 we extend all the results of Sections 2-4 to 
equations of the form (1.2) with m > 2. 
2. THE APPROXIMATING PROBLEMS 
In Sections 2-5 we study the equation 
u,+ (f(u) ~XXXL = 0 in Q,,=Qx (0, To), (2.1) 
where r, > 0,Q is a bounded interval, say 
Q={-a<x<a}. 
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with initial conditions 
44 0) =uo(x), U,EH’(Q) (2.2) 
and boundary conditions 
UK = ULCY = 0 on x= +a. (2.3) 
We assume that 
f(u) = l4”fo(uL foE Cl+*(R’), fo>O, (2.4) 
where c( E (0, 1 ), and take 
n> 1; (2.5) 
the case n = 1 will be considered at the end of Section 4. 
Since (2.1) is degenerate at u = 0, we begin by approximating it by a 
family of nondegenerate diffusions: 
where E > 0. 
u, + ((f(u) + 8) ~X,,~L =0 in QTo, (2.6) 
We also approximate u,, in the H’(Q)-norm by C4+” functions u,,~ 
satisfying (2.3), and replace (2.2) by 
4-G 0) = dx). (2.7) 
Using the parabolic Schauder estimates [l, 2, 121 one can prove that 
(2.6), (2.7), (2.3) has a unique solution in a small time interval, say in Q, 
for some small (r > 0. The derivatives 
are all Holder continuous in z. Later on we shall prove an a priori 
Holder estimate for the solution a, of (2.6), (2.7), (2.3) in every domain 
Q, independently of 0. This allows us to extend the solution u, step-by- 
step to all of Q,. 
We shall now assume that u, is a solution in Q,, for some 0 < 0 < To and 
derive various estimates. 
Setting u = u,, we begin with 
I [u,(x, t + IQ2 - u,(x, Q2] dx Q 
= s Cuxb, f+ h) + u,(x, t)l Cu.xk r + h) - u,(x, t)l dx a 
= - s [u,,(x, t+ h) + u,,(x, t)][u(x, t-t h) - u(x, t)] dx R 
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since u, = 0 on the boundary. Dividing by h and letting h + 0 we get, for 
any O<t,<t,<a, 4 12 
11 
s 
R 
u,u,,dxdt=; 
u,(x, t)’ dx] 
1 I = 12 
. 
*= 1, 
Multiplying (2.6) by a,,,, and integrating over QT (0 < T < a) and using 
the last identity, we get 
1 
5 Q%.X s 2 (x, T) dx + joT s, U-(u,) + ~1 u:,,,, dx dt = f IQ ut, x dx. (2.8) 
Hence 
(2.9) 
Integrating (2.6) over Q T we also have 
Note that 
s R ~8, x(x, T)dx = jQ uov dx. (2.10) 
I u~,.,~(l+~(E))~~U~,. (V(E) + 0 if E + 0). (2.11) R 
Hence from (2.9), (2.10) we deduce, by the Poincare inequality, that 
Iu,(x, t)l G ‘4 in Qn, (2.12) 
where A is a constant independent of E, a. 
From (2.9), (2.11) and Sobolev’s inequality we also deduce that 
IuAx2, t) - ax, > t)l G Klx2 - Xl I 1’2 in Q,, (2.13) 
where K a constant independent of E, a. 
Setting 
h, = (f(u,) + 6) u,, xxx (2.14) 
we see from (2.8), (2.11), (2.12) that 
Ih, 1 L*(Q,) G A 1 A, independent of a, E. (2.15) 
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LEMMA 2.1. There exists a constant M independent of 0, E such that 
Idx, td-u,(x, tl)l <Mlt,-t,l”8 (2.16) 
for all x E Q, t, and t2 in (0, a). 
Proof: We suppose that 
lu,(xo,t,)-uu,(xo,t,)l>Mlt,-t,l”* 
for some x0 and t,, t, and derive an upper bound for M which is inde- 
pendent of 0, E. For simplicity we suppose that u~(x,,, t2) > u,(xO, t,) and 
that t, > tl ; thus 
u,(xo, tz)-dxo, t,)>Mltz-t,lB, 0 < t, < t, < c, (2.17) 
where /? = $ . 
We shall use the relation 
(2.18) 
which is valid for any “reasonable” test-function. Since u,, t is continuous in 
0, and h, = 0 on the lateral boundary, we may take any 4 such that 
d E LMCLh q4=0 near t=O and near t=o; 
q5 need not vanish on the lateral boundary. We shall construct a test 
function 4 of the form 
4(x, t) = 4(x) e,(t)> (2.19) 
where 5 and o6 are defined as follows: 
DEFINITION OF (. 
where M is from (2.17) and K from (2.13), and <o(x)=<o(-x), ~,EC?, 
to(x)= 1 if O<xx<, {,(x)=0 if x> 1 and S;(x)<0 if x20. Thus 
0 if Ix-x01 a2 
5(x) = I l;; (t2 - tllZD (2.20) 1 if Ix-x01 <- ;g2(t2-tI)1R 
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DEFINITION OF ea. We take 
6’,(t) = s’ e;(s) ds, 
--z 
where 
l/h if It--rt,I <6 
e;(t) = -l/S if It-f11 <6 
0 elsewhere, 
and 6 < i(t, - t,). Note that Ba is Lipschitz continuous and Jo6 1 6 1; Ba = Cl 
near t = 0 and near t = cr, if 6 is small enough. 
Inserting (2.19) into (2.18) we get 
(2.21) 
The left-hand side satisfies 
jj u, w4 + J” ax)(~,(x~ 12) - %(X7 21)) dx as 6 -0. 
We shall estimate the last expression from below. In view of (2.20) we only 
need to consider values of x such that 
For such values, 
4x3 t2) - 4% t,) = cw, t2) - 4x0, t2)l 
+ C%(Xo, f2) - G%, t,)l + C%bo, t,) - 4(x, fl)l 
> -2K(x-x,1”2+M(t,-t,)fl by (2.13), (2.17), 
by (2.22). 
Hence, if we assume that the set { [ = 11 is included in Sz (otherwise, very 
minor modifications are necessary), 
s 
A4 
S(x)(G-, t2) - 4x, t, )I dx 2 T (t2 - t,)’ g (t2- t,P. 
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On the other hand, the right-hand side of (2.21) is bounded from above by 
C, 
’ (M2/16K2)(t2 - tJZB “* f/(t --t )B(t -t +26)“*. 2 I 2 I 
We thus conclude, after letting 6 + 0, that 
where C2 is a constant independent of E, M, and IS. Since b = i, we find that 
A46 Cij4, and the lemma follows. 
From Lemma 2.1 and (2.13), (2.12), it follows that there is an upper 
bound on the C.$ 1’8-norm of U, in Q,, which is independent of c, E. This 
a priori bound allows us to conclude that U, can be extended step-by-step 
to a solution of (2.6), (2.7), (2.3) in all of QT,, and that 
{IA&} is a uniformly bounded and equi-continuous family in QT,. (2.23) 
3. EXISTENCE OF WEAK SOLUTION 
By (2.23), every sequence E + 0 has a subsequence such that 
u, + u uniformly in QT,. (3.1) 
THEOREM 3.1. Any function u obtained as in (3.1) satisfies the following 
properties: 
UE a2,h in fact u is uniformly Hiilder continuous 
(exponent $) in x and Hiilder continuous (exponent Q) in t, 
(3.2) 
u*, ux, UX.x~ U.xXX~ uxxxx belong to C(P), (3.3) 
where P=&O\({u=O}u {t=O}), and 
f(u) u,,, E L*(P); (3.4) 
u satisfies (2.1) in the following sense: 
(3.5) 
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for all bELip( d=O near t=O and near t= T,, 
4x,0) = u,(x), XE.Q, 
u,( .7 t) + uox strongly in L’(Q) as t + 0, 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
and 
u satisfies (2.3) at all points of the lateral boundary where u # 0. (3.8) 
Proof The assertions (3.2), (3.6) are obvious. For 4 as asserted in (3.5) 
we have 
From CW, E !j ~~,,,, Q C; hence, by Holder’s inequality, 
From (2.15) it follows that, for a subsequence, 
h, + h weakly in L2(QT,). (3.11) 
Next, by regularity theory of uniformly parabolic equations and the 
uniformly Holder continuity of the U, we deduce that 
u E, I 9 UE,XY U,,.,? 4, XXX? U,,XX.KX are uniformly 
convergent in any compact subset of P. 
It follows that 
(3.12) 
f(u) uxxx = h on P, (3.13) 
that (3.3), (3.8) hold and (recalling (3.11)) that (3.4) holds; further, for any 
6 >o, 
On the other hand, if E is sufficiently small, depending on 6, then by (2.4) 
where (2.8) has been used in the last inequality. 
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To prove (3.7) note that from u,,~ + u0 in H’(Q) and (2.9) we get 
lim sup s uz,(x, t) dx 6 s u& dx. r-0 Q R 
Since also 
u,( .? t) + % weakly in L’(Q) 
as t + 0, the assertion (3.7) follows. 
Taking s-+0 in (3.9) and using (3.10), (3.14), (3.15) we deduce, since 6 
is arbitrary, that (3.5) is satisfied, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark 3.1. Since U, + h, = 0 in the sense of weak derivatives in QT., we 
have 
u, E L2(0, To; H-‘(Q)). 
Remark 3.2. From (2.10) we deduce that 
s u(x, t) dx = const. = s uo(x) dx. R R (3.16) 
Remark 3.3. If 4 is smooth, d = 0 near t = 0 and near t = T, and 4, = 0 
on the lateral boundary then from (3.9) we obtain 
(3.17) 
This equation will be used in Section 4. 
Remark 3.4. Let u. 2 0. In general the solution of (2.6) may take 
negative values. Let, for example, dE(x) be the solution of 
(l$q” + E) qv = h(x) where h’(0) = 1 
cw) = 4’(O) = 0, (b”(O) = 1. 
If we take u. = 4, then u. B 0 near x = 0 and the solution U, of (2.6) with 
f(u) = 1~1~ satisfies 
ado, 0) 
-= -((~,(x)l”+E)~~(X))I,=O= -1. at 
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Thus u&O, t) takes negative values near t = 0. In Section 4, we shall prove, 
however, that if u,>O then u>O. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The solution u satisfying the assertions of Theorem 3.1 
will be called a weak solution. 
This concept is very weak; it includes stationary solution with compact 
support of the form 
(X-b)+(c-x)+, -a<b<c<a. 
Such solutions will be excluded in Section 4 when we shall prove 
(Theorem 4.2) that for u0 satisfying certain positivity conditions (i.e., 
(4.1), (4.13)), the weak solution constructed in Theorem 3.1 satislies: 
u.x.x EL’(Q To). 
4. NONNEGATIVE SOLUTIONS 
In this section we assume, in addition to u0 E H’(Q), that 
and prove that the weak solution u(x, t) constructed in Theorem 3.1 
satisfies 
24(x, t) 3 0 a.e. (4.2) 
Under some additional positivity assumptions on u. (depending on n) we 
shall prove additional positivity and regularity properties for u. 
We introduce the functions 
gAs)= 
A dr 
-?*, f(r) + E’ G,(s) = - j” gE(r) dr, s 
where A > maxlu, 1 for all small E. Then 
1 
G:(s) = g,(s), G;(s) = g:(s) = - 
f(s)+&’ 
g,(s) G 0, G,(s) 2 0 if q<A, 
G,(s) G Go(s) for all s, 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
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where G, = lim, _ 0 G, and, for O<s<A, 
Go(s) = 
Ao+O(s2~ ,,) if 1 <n<2,A,>O, 
C210g~+0(1) if n = 2, C, > 0, 
c, s2-” + R(s) if n > 2, 
r 
(4.7) 
O(S3-y if n>3 
c, >o, R(s)= 0 log; 
( > 
if n=3 
O(l) if n<3; 
the constants are positive and depend on fO(0), where f0 is the function 
appearing in (2.4). 
Denote by G,(s) the function G,(s) corresponding to f(u) = juln, i.e., 
if l<n<2 
if n=2 (4.8) 
if n > 2. 
Then, for 0 6 s d A, 
cl G,(s) d G,(s) 6 c,G&), c, >o; 
indeed this follows from (see (2.4)) 
k, ISIn <f(s) <k, IsIn (k,>O,O<s6A). 
From (4.8), (4.9) we deduce, in particular, that 
if n>,2 
if l<n<2. 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
If we formally multiply (2.1) by G,(u), integrate over Qr, and use the 
relations 
1 
A(s) = G’(s) =f(s)’ (4.11) 
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we obtain 
j- G(u(x, T)) dx + J1: s, ufx dx dt = !*, G(u,(x)) dx. (4.12) 
R 
In order to proceed rigorously we assume, in addition to (4.1), that 
s lloguol <a if n = 2, R 
j 
u;-“dx< co if 2 <n <4, (4.13) 
n 
u,>OinQ if n > 4. 
Remark 4.1. If n >,4 then the conditions U,,E H’(Q) and j IuOIZPn < cc 
imply that u0 # 0 in 0; see the proof of Theorem 4.1 (iii) below. If 2 < n < 4 
then (4.13) implies that the set of zeros of u0 must have zero measure; if 
1 <n < 2 then u0 may have compact support. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Nonnegativity). Under the assumption (4.1), (4.13), 
(i) if 1 <n < 2 then the solution u is > 0 in Q,, 
(ii) if 2 d n < 4 then again u>O;further, the set {u = 0} has zero 
measure and, in fact, 
s llog u(x, t)l dx < C < 00, VtE co, TOI if n=2, (4.14) R 
s u(x, t)‘-“dx< C< oo, Vte L-0, TOI if 2<n<4; (4.15) R 
(iii) ifn > 4 then u > 0 in &; such a solution is unique. 
From (iii) it follows that, when u0 > 0 and n b 4, the weak solution u is 
a classical solution and all the derivatives 
are continuous in Q,\{t =O}. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We can choose the smooth approximation uoE of 
u0 such that uOE>uO. Then, from (4.1), (4.13), and (4.9) we have 
s G,(u,,(x)) dx GC C independent of E. (4.16) R 
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Multiplying Eq. (2.6) by g,(u,) and integrating over QT, TE (0, To), we get, 
after performing an integration by parts and using the boundary condition 
for U, and (4.4), 
j G,(u,(x, T)) d  +?” j- 4.,x,x dx dt =s, GAuo,(x)) dx. (4.17) 
n 0 D 
Consequently, by (4.16), 
J GAdx, T)) dx G C, G,(uJ 2 0 R 
and 
(4.18) 
JJ u f xx dx dt < C. (4.19) Q% 
We proceed to prove that 
MB0 in Q,. (4.20) 
If this is not true then there is a point (x0, t,)E Q, such that 
u(x,, to) < 0. Since U, + u uniformly, there exist 6 > 0 and E,, > 0 such that 
4(x, to) < -6 if ~x-x~~<~,~E~,E<E~. 
But for such x, 
Gz(~e(x, to)) = - JuAc-x lo) g,(s) ds 2 - JI', g,(s) ds c . 
J 
0 
+- gob) ds as E 40, -6 
by the monotone convergence theorem where g,(s) = lim, +. g,(s), and the 
integral on the right-hand side is equal to + co for n 2 1 since go(s) = - cc 
if s < 0, by (4.3). It follows that 
lim GE(uE(x, to)) dx = co, 
6’0 J 
a contradiction to (4.18). 
Having proved (4.20), we now specialize to n 22 and prove that, for 
each TE (0, To), 
the set { u( ., T) = 0} has measure zero. (4.21) 
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If the assertion (4.21) is not true then for some t, E (0, To) the set 
E = (u( ., to) = 0 > has positive measure. Since u, + u uniformly, there exists 
a modulus of continuity (T(E) such that 
~,k to) < 46) for all x E E. 
Now, for any x E E and for any 6 > 0, 
if E is small enough (so that O(E) < 6), and 
Ch2-n if n>2 (c>O) 
s 
A 
go(s) ds 3 
6 I 1 clog- 6 if n=2 (c>O). 
Hence 
03 ‘-“(meas E) + co if n>2 
T- 
hm G,(u,(x, toI) dx 6 
E’O s 1 
c log - (meas E) + co 
6 
if n=2 
if 6 + 0, a contradiction to (4.18). 
Let IZ 3 2. At the points (x, ) where u(x, t) > 0, 
G,(u,(x, t)) + Gotub, t)), (4.22) 
where Go satisfies (4.8), (4.9). Since the set { u( ., t) = 0) has measure zero 
for any t, it follows that, for any t, (4.22) holds for almost all x. From 
(4.18) and Fatou’s lemma we then deduce that 
s 
G,(u(x, t)) dx d C, 
R 
which, in view of (4.8), (4.9), yields the assertions (4.14), (4.15) for all 
n 3 2. 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 it remains to prove (iii). 
If u is not positive everywhere in Q-To then there exists a point (x,, to) in 
QTO such that u(xo, to) = 0. By the Hiilder continuity of U, 
24(x, to)<Klx-xoI”2 
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and thus 
s 24(x, to)2-“dx2c IX-xl(2-n)‘2dx= cc s-2 I if n 24, R 
which is a contradiction to (4.15) (which was proved for all n>2). 
To prove uniqueness of positive solutions (if n > 4) suppose u is another 
positive solution. Then for any 0 < T-c To, 
0 < c, < 24(x, t), 0(x, t) d c, for all x E Q, 0 6 t < T. (4.23) 
Set w = u - u. Subtracting the differential equations for U, v and multiplying 
by vu> and then integrating over Q x (to, t) and letting t, + 0, we obtain 
1 
iii-2 s r 
w,(x, t)’ dx + ss (f(u) UX.T, -f(v) %xX) w..xx = 0; 0 R 
here we have used the fact that 
ur( .> t) + 6x strongly in L2(Q) as t + 0, 
and the same for v. Writing 
f(u) Km -f(v) v.w =f(u) wxxx + u-(u) -f(v)) v,,, 
and noting that 
we get 
If(u) -f(o)1 6 c3 14, 
1 
sup - 
o<r<r s 2n 
w,(x, T)’ dx + Cc, ss f WL G c3 s.i I W%cI w,.xx I .0 R 0 R 
Since the right-hand side is bounded by 
we get 
I f ss , sup w,(x, T)~ dx + 4,x G c, o<r<r R 0 R SI w2v2 . -xxx (4.24) 0 n 
From (2.8) with E + 0 and (4.23) we see that 
T 
lj v Lx is finite. 0 R (4.25) 
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jQ u(x, I) dx = jQ v(x, t) dx = jQ u. dx, 
so that jn w(x, t) dx = 0 and, by Poincare’s inequality, 
sup w2< c, sup s w;(x, z) dx. Q x (0.1) O<r<t Q 
Using (4.25), (4.26) in (4.24) we get 
(4.26) 
sup I w,(x, t)’ dx d C8 o<r<r Q 
and then, for small t, w, E 0. This yields the asserted uniqueness. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 
solution u satisfies: 
u. be as in Theorem 4.1 and let n > 1. Then the 
u, E L’(O, To; H$‘)), (4.27) 
and (2.1) holds in the following sense: 
jjQ, (4.28) 
0 
for all #EC’(B~,) with q5=0 near t=O and near t=T,,and d,=O on 
ai- x (0, To). 
Remark 4.2. (4.27) implies that u, = 0 on dSZ x (0, To) for almost all t 
(UXXX = 0 on &C2 x (0, To) where 1.4 #0). 
Remark 4.3. Note that in view of (4.27) and the continuity of u, all the 
integrals in (4.28) make sense. 
ProoJ The assertion (4.27) follows from (4.17). To prove (4.28) we 
shall let E -+ 0 in (3.17). But first we establish 
LEMMA 4.3. As E + 0 
u,,, + u.x in L2( QT,) strongly. (4.29) 
ProoJ From (4.19) it follows that 
U. E x--+ux weakly in L’(O, To; HA(Q)). (4.30) 
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Next, recalling that u,,~ = -h,,, where h, is defined by (2.14) and satisfies 
(2.15), we have 
u c,x*= - h E,XX 
in the distribution sense, and thus 
u c, XI are uniformly bounded in L’(O, T,,; HP2(52)). (4.31) 
We shall now use a compactness lemma of Lions [ 10, p. 581: 
Let E,, E, and E, be reflexive Banach spaces such that EO c E c E,, the 
imbedding EO + E is compact and the imbedding E + E, is continuous. 
Assume also that 1 <p,,, p, < co. If { uk} is a bounded sequence in 
L”(O, T,; E,) and {du,/dt} is a bounded sequence in LP1(O, T,,; E,), then 
there exists a subsequence of (uk} which converges strongly both in 
LPo(O, r,; E) and in C( [0, 7’,]; E,). 
Taking E, = HA(Q), E = L*(Q), E, = H -*(sZ), p0 =p, = 2 and ok = uEk, -~, 
the assertion (4.29) then follows (using (4.30), (4.31)). 
Having proved Lemma 4.3, we now let E -+ 0 in (3.17); using the uniform 
convergence U, + u and (4.29), (4.30), the relation (4.28) follows. 
From (4.17) we see that 
t + s GAdx, t)) dxis monotone decreasing. R 
Taking E + 0 we get: 
COROLLARY 4.4. The function 
t+ s Go(u(x, t)) dx R 
is monotone decreasing. 
If, in particular, f(u) = 1~1~ then the function G,(S) is given by (4.8) for 
s > 0; since jn u(x, t) dx is constant, we conclude that 
5 u(x, t)2-n dx increases in t if 1 <n < 2 R 
and decreases in t if n > 2, 
s 1 log - dx decreases in t if n = 2. R 4x, t) 
505/x3/1-13 
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COROLLARY 4.5. Let u0 he as in Theorem 4.1 and suppose n 2 f. Then 
the set 
{t E (0, T,,); 3x E 0 with u(x, t) = 0} 
has zero measure and, consequently, the boundary condition u,,, = 0 holds 
for almost all t. 
Proof From (4.27) it follows that 
u,,A ., to) E L2(Q), u,(*a, to)=0 (4.32) 
for almost all t,. Thus it suffices to show that (4.32) implies u(x, to) # 0 for 
all XE~. Suppose u(x,, to) = 0 for some x,EQ. Since (4.32) implies 
u( .) to) E c131’2, and u( ., to) 3 0, we have that u,(xO, to) = 0 if x0 E int Q; also 
(by (4.32)) u.x(x 0, to) =0 if x,E&~. It follows that 
u(x, to) Q c Ix - xg ) 3’2, 
where C is a constant (depending on to). Consequently 
s 
u(x, t,,)‘-“dx>c Ix-x,,13(2~n)‘2dx=~ s (c>O) 
if n > !, a contradiction to (4.15). 
We conclude this section by considering the case where u,Jx) > 0 without 
the additional condition (4.13). If we define 
d&X) = 240(x) + 6 
and denote by ii,(x, t) the solution u constructed in Theorem 3.1 for the 
initial data z&, which then satisfies all the properties asserted in Theorems 
4.1, 4.2, then fig satisfies the estimates 
s Iiisx12dx<C, R ' l&l <A, 1.i 
f(fia) fi;,,,, dx dt< C, 
QFI 
1~,~~,,~,~--~~~2,~2~1~~~1~,-~211’2+1~,-~,11’8~ 
with constants C, A, K independent of 6. Taking a subsequence 
we obtain: 
THEOREM 4.6. For any u,, 2 0 there exists a weak solution in the sense of 
Theorem 3.1 such that u 2 0. 
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Remark 4.4. Most of the results of the previous sections remain true if 
n = 1, although some of the arguments require minor modifications. In 
particular, Lemma 2.1, Theorem 3.1, and Theorem 4.1 remain valid if n = 1. 
Furthermore, Theorem 4.2 still holds provided that we use the positive 
approximations of Section 6 in order to prove (4.28). 
5. EXPANSION OF THE SUPPORT 
In this section we continue to assume that 
uo E H’(Q), uo 2 0 (5.1) 
and assume also that n 3 4. We consider the weak solution u constructed 
in Theorem 4.6; then u = lim 6Ao ii, where iid is the classical positive 
solution of (2.1), (2.3) with initial data 
z&(x, 0) = Q(X) + 6, 6 >o. 
THEOREM 5.1. The support of the function t + u( ., t) is increasing with t. 
Proof: Set o = fib. Let t(x) be a smooth nonnegative function such that 
5’(ka)=O, (5.2) 
s a 5(x) u;-” (x)dx~c<co. (5.3) -cl 
Introduce also the function 
as in Section 4, 
where A > max 6,. Multiplying Eq. (2.1) for u = iid = u by lGb(iia) and 
integrating over QT, we get 
jQ 5(x) Go(u(x, T)) dx - i, 5(x) Go(uo(x)) dx 
- JJ C~XXX~XS +” ,,,h(u) &j’] dx dt =O, (5.4) QT 
where 
h(u)= -f(u) juAf$. 
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Also 
(5.5) 
since U, = 0 on x = fa, and 
II V ,A(~) 5’ = - JjQT [h’(u) v.rvxx5’ + h(v) u.d”l (5.6) QT 
by (5.2). 
Substituting (5.5), (5.6) into (5.4) and using the relations 
h(v) - Cl v, h’(v) - c* for u near 0 (C, > 0, C, > 0), 
where C,, C, depend on fO(0), we deduce that, since U< A, 
We now choose 5 to have the form ?j = is where [ is a smooth 
nonnegative function and s > 4. Then 
Hence 
since jj vf is bounded (independently of 6), and 
since [s-4 is bounded (recalling that s > 4). Substituting these estimates in 
(5.7) we conclude that 
s 
u 
t(x) a(x, T)2-n dx < C’, (5.8) 
-0 
where C’ is a constant independent of T, 6. 
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Suppose uO(x) > 0 in an interval {A <x < p} and choose c(x) smooth in 
Iw’, positive in jl<x<p and vanishing on {-co<x<A}u{~<x<co}. 
Then the function 5 = c” satisfies (5.2), (5.3) and consequently (5.8) must 
hold and, in particular, 
s PC--E u(x, T)* - n dx 6 C”(E), VE > 0 (u = ii&), i. + c 
where C”(E) is a constant independent on T and 6. Letting 6 + 0 we get 
..p-c 
J u(x, T)2--n dx < C”(E). i. + E 
Since u( ., T) E C112 and n ~4, this inequality implies that u(x, T) >O if 
A.+E<x<~--E (cf. the proof of Theorem 4.1 (iii)). Recalling that E is 
arbitrary, it follows that U(X, T) > 0 for all x in Q for which u,Jx) > 0. This 
is also true if x = +a, by choosing i( +a) > 0, [‘( &-a) = 0 in the above 
proof. Hence the support of u( ., T) contains the support of uO( .). 
Similarly one can show that if 0 < t, < t, < To then the support of u( ., t2) 
contains the support of u( ., ti ). 
6. APPROXIMATION BY POSITIVE u, 
We can construct a weak solution using also other approximations to 
f(s) and uO. In this section we shall use the approximations 
(6.1) 
U&(X) = UC)(X) +2 (o-d<;) (6.2) 
(this choice of t? is needed in the proof of (6.7) below) in order to show 
that, if 2 <n < 4, the resulting weak solution, U, is such that the “weak 
support” of t -+ u( ., t) is monotone increasing. 
The solution U, of the approximating system satisfies 
u,, I + (fE(UE) %x,xL = 0, (6.3) 
u,(x, 0) = UOAX). (6.4) 
Since Iim s~0~~(s)/s4 = l/s if 1 < n < 4 whilef,(s) has the form (2.4) if n 2 4, 
I 
fcd0) 
lim f,O = &fo(O)+ 1
if n=4 
s-o s 
0 if n>4 
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and U&X) > 0, Theorem 4.1 (iii) implies that there exists a unique positive 
(and smooth) solution U, of (6.3), (6.4), (2.3) for all t >O. Let u be any 
limit of a subsequence of u,, E + 0. One can easily modify the arguments in 
Sections 2-5 to show that u is a weak solution satisfying all the properties 
derived above. Let us for instance establish (4.18), (4.19). To do this we use 
the functions 
G,(r) = - 1” g,(r) dr s 
and establish, analogously to (4.17) that 
j GE(uE(x, T))dx+jIj- u&,dxdt= j G,(u,(x)+&‘)dx. (6.5) 
R 0 R R 
We compute 
and consequently 
G,(s)-G(s)=i/l~du=~(&+$&). (6.6) 
s 
It follows that 
IG,(u,+E~)-G(u,+E~)~ <Ce1-2e+O if s-+0 (6.7) 
and therefore 
j G,(uo+ce)dx+~ G(u,)dx. (6.8) 
R R 
From (6.5) and (6.8) we obtain (4.18), (4.19), upon which Theorem 4.1 
is based. 
The fact that the U, are positive smooth functions will enable us to 
extend the proof of Theorem 5.1 to the case 2 < n < 4: 
THEOREM 6.1. If 2 < n < 4 and u. 2 0, then any weak solution obtained 
by the approximations (6.1 k(6.4) has the following property: 
if uo(x) > 0 in an interval w c Q, then 
u(., t)>O a.e. on w, for all 0< t< To. 
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Proof The proof is based on extending the ideas which occur in the 
proof of Theorem 5.1. Take [ E C’(n), supp 5 in w, [ 2 0, (t4)’ = 0 on ilQ, 
and let 5 =c4. Multiplying (6.3) by <(x)g,(u,(x, t)) and integrating, we 
obtain after several integrations by parts, 
s, 5(x) G,(u,(x, T)) dx + joT jQ 5&y = R + j 5(x) G,(u,(x) + E’) dx, (6.9) 
where 
- ss 5” ~E,XXfE(~E) &(%). 
We easily estimate, if 0 <s < A, 
s n+4 
fc(s) G K------- 
&Sn+S4’ 
Also, by explicitly computingf:(s) we find that 
s n+3 
If:b)l G K, ~ 
&Sfl$S4’ 
Hence 
Mu,) gAdI d K3 Iue I) 
If:(d gAdI G K,. 
Using these estimates we can estimate [RI from above: 
IRI Q C jj 1*b,,x,I .ils,I + C jj 1* Iqx,I .u,. 
If we estimate the right-hand side by the Schwarz inequality 
result in (6.9), we get, 
and use the 
j R i”G,(u,(x, T)) dx + joT j. C4 u:,,, GC j i” G,(uo + Ee) dx 
+ c joT s,(i2 U&X + ut,. (6.10) 
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Letting E + 0 and noting (cf. (6.7), (6.8)) that 
and that the last term on the right-hand side of (6.10) is bounded inde- 
pendently of E, we conclude that 
s i4G(u,,) dx < co implies I c4G(u( ., t) < co (6.11) R R 
for all 0 < r < T,,. But this property can be used to establish Theorem 6.1, 
by the same arguments used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 for 2 <n < 4. 
7. EQUATIONS OF ORDER 2 6 
In this section we shall extend some of the results of Sections 24 to 
Eq. (1.2) with m > 2; f(u) is assumed to satisfy (2.4). We shall take the 
initial condition (2.2) with 
#() E H”(i2) (7.1 
and the boundary conditions 
Du=D3u=D5u= . . . =DZmfl u=() on &2 x (0, T,), (7.2) 
where D = a/ax. We begin by introducing the approximating equations 
24,+(-l)“-’ D((f(u) + E) D”“+ ‘u) = 0 (7.3) 
with the boundary conditions (7.2) and the initial conditions 
where u,,~ are smooth ( C2” + ’ + “) and satisfy (7.2), and u,,~ + u,, in H”(a) 
as E + 0. 
Denote the solution of (7.2k(7.4) by u,. Multiplying (7.3) by D”“u, and 
integrating over QT, we get 
;f IDmu,(x, T)I’+ff (f(u,)+~)lD~“+‘~,l~=~I ID” ~,,b)12; (7.5) 
R QT R 
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hence 
s ID” u,(x, T)12 d c, (7.6) R 
ss Q7,./M ID 2m+1 u,12< c, (7.7) 
where C is a constant independent of T, E. By integrating (7.3) over QT we 
also have 
s u&x, T) dx = const. = s UC&) dx. (7.8) R R 
Using (7.6), (7.2) and (7.8) we deduce, by the Poincare inequality, that 
I ID’ 0, T)12 <C, VO<j<m- 1 (7.9) R 
(by the boundary conditions (7.2), D’u, D4u, . . . . D”u have at least one zero 
for each T and this is enough to apply the Poincart inequality). By the 
Sobolev inequality, 
b,I GA, (7.10) 
I4(XI, t)-U2, [)I ~~lxl-X2l, b’x,,x,~Q, t~(0, T), (7.11) 
where A, K are constants independent of E; in fact 
Dju,( ., t) is Lipschitz in x, O<j<m-2 
D”- ’ u,( ., t) is Holder continuous in x (exponent i) 
uniformly in t, E. 
Consider the function 
By (7.7) and (7.10) it follows that 
f”i lh,12GC, C independent of E. QCCO 
Using this fact and the relation 
(7.12) 
(7.13) 
(7.14) $u,+Dh,=O 
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we can now repeat the argument of Lemma 2.1. Using (7.1 l), however, 
(instead of (2.13)) we get 
b,(x, t,)--u(x, t*)l ,<Mlt, -tp. 
We can now proceed as in Section and establish: 
(7.15) 
THEOREM 7.1. There exists a function u, a uniform limit of the u, Vor a 
sequence E-+ 0) in QT,, such that u is Lipschitz continuous in x and Holder 
continuous (exponent i) in t, 
s IDj u(x, r)l dx < C, Vlgjgm,O<t<T,,, (7.16) R 
f(u) D2”‘+’ ME L*(P), where P=Q,\({u=O} u {t=O}); (7.17) 
u is a classical solution of (1.2) in P, and 
ffQT u(,+~~~f(u)o’~+lu.m,=o 
0 
for any 4 E WC!,), 4 = 0 near t = 0 and near t = T,; further, 
4% 0) = u,(x), XEQ 
and 
u satisfies the boundary conditions (7.2) 
at all points of the lateral boundary where u # 0. 
Remark 7.1. The argument of Lemma 2.1 also gives that 
D’u is Holder continuous in QT,, for all 0 <j < m - 1. 
In fact, if m > 1, 
and if m > 2 then 
D”- ‘u belongs to Ck!: 1/4(m + ‘) 
Dju belongs to C!$(‘+*j) forO<j<m-2. 
(7.18) 
We next consider the case where u0 > 0 and 
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s llog%I<~ if n = 2, R 
I u;-“dx<oo if 2<n<n*, a 
q)(x) > 0 in a if n >n*, 
(7.19) 
wheren*=iifm=2andn*=$ifm>3. 
Remark 7.2. If u,, > 0 and jn ui-” dx < co, n <n* then uO(x) must be 
strictly positive (cf. Remark 4.1). Indeed if m = 2 then u,,~~ EL*(Q) and we 
argue as in the proof of Corollary 4.5; if m > 3 then uO,XX is continuous and 
thus if u,(x,) = 0 then u,&xO) = 0 and q,(x) 6 Clx - x0 I*, which implies 
s u,(~)*~“dx>c s R /~-x~1*(*~~‘dx=cxz 5 if nB- 2 (c > 01, R 
a contradiction. 
THEOREM 7.2. If u0 B 0 and (7.19) holds then u 20 and, in fact, all the 
assertions of Theorem 4.1 hold, further 
u(x, t) > 0 in QTo, if n2n*. (7.20) 
Proof: Multiplying (7.3) by g,(u,) ( as in Section 4) and integrating over 
Q, we easily get after some integrations by parts, 
j Ge(dx, T)) + jjQT ID”+ ’ u,l* = jQ G,(uidx)l (7.21) R 
This relation allows us to deduce all the assertions of Theorem 4.1. Finally, 
if n > n*, u(x, t) must be strictly positive in QTO; for, if u(x,,, to) = 0, then we 
get (cf. Remark 7.2) 
I u*-“(x, tO)dx= 00 R 
which is a contradiction 
Recall that for n > n* the solution u is positive and classical. 
For any u0 20 we can construct (by Theorem 7.2) solutions U= iid 
corresponding to the initial data U,,(X) + 6. Taking 6 + 0 we obtain a limit- 
ing function u = lim fi6 which is 20; u is a weak solution in the sense of 
Theorem 7.1. Thus, for any u,, > 0 there exists a weak solution which is 20 
(cf. Theorem 4.6). 
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We summarize: 
THEOREM 7.3. For any u,, E H”‘(Q), u,, > 0 there exists a weak solution 
(in the sense of Theorem 7.1) which is > 0. 
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